
related to revenue recognition that is expected to be significant and 
impact virtually all companies, public and private. This update removes 
previously accepted industry-specific revenue recognition guidance and 
applies a new principles-based approach. Many companies are in the 
process of evaluating the effect of this update and how it will impact their 
financial statements.  

Additionally, in February 2016, the FASB issued new guidance on leasing 
transactions that will likely cause many dealers to start reporting these on 
the balance sheet, rather than straight rent expense through the income 
statement. These developments are intended to bring more consistency 
and comparability of financial statements across different industries and I 
expect they will impact the financial statements of most dealers.

ADDRESS INCONSISTENCIES WITH CONFIDENCE

Financial reporting for automotive retail dealers is very unique and often 
misunderstood by the general public, and at times, by third parties who 
rely on the dealership’s GAAP financial statements. Just because there 
are differences between your GAAP financial statements and your fac-
tory financial statements does not mean there is anything wrong! Having 
a good understanding of how dealership operations are reported inter-
nally, to the manufacturers, and to others in a GAAP financial statement, 
will prepare you to accurately and confidently address any question that 
comes your way!

Warranties. If you are offering any kind of in-house warranty, such as 
free oil changes or tires for life, you have a contingent liability to consider 
for your GAAP basis financial statements. You have to assume when you 
provide a promise of free oil changes or tires that your customers will 
take you up on that offer. GAAP requires that you evaluate the potential 
liability related to those promises and accrue for them in your financial 
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Self-Insurance. Many dealerships these days are pursuing various forms 
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that expenses are recorded in the period incurred and not when they are 
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is drawn up – not when the payments are made. Each of these issues 
exposes the dealership to future expenses that have been incurred in the 
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RECLASSIFICATION ADJUSTMENTS 
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liabilities; and
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From an income statement standpoint, the most significant reclassifica-
tion adjustment usually relates to factory income that is reported below 
the line in the factory financial statements, but is considered to be revenue 
or cost of sales from a GAAP standpoint. 

EVOLVING FASB GUIDANCE

The Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) has been very active 
in the last couple of years, issuing substantial new and updated accoun-
ting guidance that will most likely produce even more changes in your 
GAAP financial statements. In May 2014, the FASB issued new guidance 

Last year’s WardsAuto Megadealer 100 saw some large dealer groups
ascending to the top tier, while others faced pitfalls and failed to 

sustain growth.

This year, a closer look at the big numbers in the 2016 rankings (based 
on 2015 performance), reveals some new trends.

Looking at the WardsAuto Megadealer 100, and considering the big num-
bers, it’s easy to almost get lost in the grandiosity of the list, as well as 
in the excitement and the drama of who’s moving up and down in the 
rankings.

The 100 megadealers on the list collectively sold 3 million new cars and 
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million to 17.4 million vehicles.

Yet, if it weren’t for the purchase of addi-
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groups in the country would have, in fact, 
shrunk, and actually shown declining 
revenues in the best year in auto retail 
history.
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• The Chrysler and General Motors bankruptcies of 2009.
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tsunami.

The truth is, 2015 was an amazing year for automotive retail overall, 
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a marginal basis. This statement is true of the WardsAuto Megadealer 
100, as a whole.

So while we saw the industry grow by close to 6%, we also saw com-
parable growth of vehicle sales for the megadealers with the addition of 
nearly 200,000 new units retailed.

Given that megadealers are highly prone to new-store acquisitions, we 
tried to determine the true growth of many of these groups, absent these 
acquisitions.
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WHAT IS THE MESSAGE?

So, what’s the message when dealer groups choose to expand when their 
per-store performance is declining? What does that say about how they are 
operating their stores if they are shrinking in a period of growth? What’s going 
on with their operations? Why would they buy more stores if their current 
stores are underperforming?

These are all fair questions. For the most part it’s because someone’s job is 
on the line if revenues decline and growth is not sustained.

Typically, considerations for acquisition are strikingly similar for a single-point 
dealer, a small regional multi-brand dealer or an independent megadealer 
with stores in multiple markets.

It seems these considerations do not entirely apply to a public dealership 
group or private equity group, where year-over-year sales growth is impera-
tive to appeal to stock holders and investors.

Over the course of last year, store prices skyrocketed, and have exceeded the 
pricing levels we saw 10 years ago. The latest feverish dealership merger & 
acquisition market was aided by a healthy economy, record vehicle sales and 
Warren Buffet endorsing the industry by buying the Van Tuyl megadealer group.

In the current environment, it may be best to either hold or sell, and to buy only 
as a result of strategically rational considerations.

True money is made when a store is acquired properly and in a way that 
makes sense.

Exceptional. Automotive. Assurance.

So in a simple manner, we averaged each group’s new vehicle unit sales 
by dealership, and then reduced the average of any additional groups they 
would have added in 2015.

In essence, we applied the groups’ 2014 dealer group size by their average 
store new-vehicle sales for 2015.  In theory, even if a group did not add 
any stores, it should have experienced new-vehicle sales growth near 6% 
for the year.

So while we saw many groups outperforming the market in terms of sales 
increases, we also witnessed many simply missing the mark, and in our 
opinion, obscuring lackluster sales performance through acquisitions.

Take a look at AutoNation, for example. Its total new unit volume grew in line 
with the industry at 6%, but only after adding 22 dealerships.

Looking at AutoNation’s 2014 new unit volume numbers shows it averaged 
1,392 new retail sales per store. However, that average in 2015 is down 41 
units per dealership to 1,351, a 3% decline.

One could make the make the argument the newly acquired stores were 
either small or represent a partial year of performance, but similar factors 
would have impacted the previous year’s numbers.

Continued from pg. 1

Additionally, a group like AutoNation does not target small dealers, but 
rather, large-revenue stores.

Of all the public groups, AutoNation experienced the largest decline in 
per store unit sales; the only other public to show a decline was Penske, 
at 1%.

Interestingly, among the top 25 dealers, there were five groups that 
reduced their dealer count: Sonic, Asbury, Ken Graff, Staluppi and Potamkin. 
These groups experienced an average increase of 18% new unit sales 
per store as a result, suggesting these groups recognize the value of 
their existing operations – and by focusing on their core, they enhanced 
their operations.

We also examined dealers in the top 25 who chose neither to buy nor 
sell any stores, but simply to continue to operate their core dealership, 
groups such as Larry H. Miller, Fletcher Jones, Jim Koons, Keyes, The 
Suburban Collection and Braman.

Most exceeded the national growth rate in new unit sales. These dealers 
also exemplify how discipline in current operations can yield more than 
adding on to a troubling operational situation.

BRIDGING THE GAAP
TOP THREE GAAP ADJUSTMENTS 
FOR AUTO DEALERS: HOW TO RESPOND 
WHEN QUESTIONS ARISE By Mercedes Hendricks, CPABy Phil Villegas

INVENTORY ADJUSTMENTS 

99% of the time, the inventory balances in your GAAP-based financial 
statements will be lower than those of your factory financial statements.  
Why? Because GAAP requires that inventory is stated at the lower of cost 
or market. Dealership inventory typically depreciates in value, and as such, 
adjustments would be posted to bring down the inventory below its cost. 

Many privately owned dealership groups are using the Last-In-First-Out 
(LIFO) method to value inventory, which creates a “contra-asset” account, 
similar to a liability that is grouped with inventory to reduce its value at 
year-end. While the LIFO conformity requirement says that if you use LIFO 
on your financial statements, you also need to report this in your dealer 
statements, often the dealer statements will include an estimate, and then 
the final calculation is adjusted in the GAAP financials.  

But that’s just the beginning. If LIFO is only being used for new vehicles, 
then you may be subject to other valuation adjustments, such as used ve-
hicle write-downs (eliminating the “water” in used vehicle inventory) and 
parts obsolescence reserves. The market value for used vehicles can be 
identified using sources such as Black Book, Kelly Blue Book, or NADA 
guides. Parts obsolescence often starts with aged inventory from the parts 
management system, less parts return credits from the manufacturers, to 
determine if a market adjustment is needed.

Going beyond valuation adjustments, there are often items built into your 
inventory that are not considered inventory for GAAP purposes. These 
include:

• Packs that artificially inflate inventory and income (or liabilities,           
depending on how they are recorded);

• Factory assistances that are considered purchase discounts, such
as floorplan and advertising assistances that are paid on a per-car-
stocked-in basis;

• Advertising charges that are built into new vehicle invoices and are
considered advertising expenses when the units are stocked in per
GAAP, and;

• Internal profit on repair orders in ending inventory that inflate inven-
tory and gross profit.

Congratulations! You made it through yet another year-end financial reporting period. Whether you had an audit, review or compilation for your dealer-
ship group, you likely spent countless hours working together with your CPA to produce your December 31, 2015 financial statements. You now have 

what you need to send to your owners, investors, potential buyers or sellers and banks, and get on with business! Well done.

But do you ever wonder why your annual financial statements, if prepared using generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP), look so different from 
your factory financial statements? And I don’t mean from a formatting perspective. I mean the actual numbers – total assets, net income, etc. You likely 
have all of the adjustments that serve as the road map between the two, but what are they, specifically, and what do those adjustments mean?  In my 
experience, there are three main reasons why your GAAP financial statements will differ from your factory financial statements, and it’s important to 
understand them, so you can be prepared to answer any question that comes your way.

Oftentimes, once all of the GAAP inventory adjustments are posted, the final 
reported inventory balances are lower than the outstanding floorplan liability. 
This can raise questions with financial institutions who are financing 
dealership inventory. Understanding these adjustments – and why they’re 
posted to your GAAP financial statements – will help you handle such questions.

ADJUSTMENTS TO ACCRUALS

Dealers have unique issues with GAAP implications when it comes to ac-
cruals. The most common accrual adjustments include:

Finance and Insurance Chargebacks. Finance and insurance commissions 
received are usually subject to chargeback if certain events are triggered 
that disrupt the original loan terms from which those commissions were 
calculated. I don’t often see dealers accruing for these chargebacks in-
ternally. Rather, an evaluation is typically done at the end of the year to 
determine the extent of possible future chargebacks, so that an accrual ad-
justment can be posted to the GAAP financial statements. The only impact 
to the income statement should be the change in the accrual from one year 
to the next. So if the accrual increases, you would have an expense char-
ged in the current year. Conversely, if the accrual decreases, you would 
have a pick-up of income in the current year.
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WHAT IS THE MESSAGE?

So, what’s the message when dealer groups choose to expand when their 
per-store performance is declining? What does that say about how they are 
operating their stores if they are shrinking in a period of growth? What’s going 
on with their operations? Why would they buy more stores if their current 
stores are underperforming?

These are all fair questions. For the most part it’s because someone’s job is 
on the line if revenues decline and growth is not sustained.

Typically, considerations for acquisition are strikingly similar for a single-point 
dealer, a small regional multi-brand dealer or an independent megadealer 
with stores in multiple markets.

It seems these considerations do not entirely apply to a public dealership 
group or private equity group, where year-over-year sales growth is impera-
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Over the course of last year, store prices skyrocketed, and have exceeded the 
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So in a simple manner, we averaged each group’s new vehicle unit sales 
by dealership, and then reduced the average of any additional groups they 
would have added in 2015.

In essence, we applied the groups’ 2014 dealer group size by their average 
store new-vehicle sales for 2015.  In theory, even if a group did not add 
any stores, it should have experienced new-vehicle sales growth near 6% 
for the year.

So while we saw many groups outperforming the market in terms of sales 
increases, we also witnessed many simply missing the mark, and in our
opinion, obscuring lackluster sales performance through acquisitions.

Take a look at AutoNation, for example. Its total new unit volume grew in line 
with the industry at 6%, but only after adding 22 dealerships.

Looking at AutoNation’s 2014 new unit volume numbers shows it averaged 
1,392 new retail sales per store. However, that average in 2015 is down 41 
units per dealership to 1,351, a 3% decline.

One could make the make the argument the newly acquired stores were 
either small or represent a partial year of performance, but similar factors 
would have impacted the previous year’s numbers.
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Additionally, a group like AutoNation does not target small dealers, but 
rather, large-revenue stores.

Of all the public groups, AutoNation experienced the largest decline in 
per store unit sales; the only other public to show a decline was Penske, 
at 1%.

Interestingly, among the top 25 dealers, there were five groups that 
reduced their dealer count: Sonic, Asbury, Ken Graff, Staluppi and Potamkin. 
These groups experienced an average increase of 18% new unit sales 
per store as a result, suggesting these groups recognize the value of 
their existing operations – and by focusing on their core, they enhanced 
their operations.

We also examined dealers in the top 25 who chose neither to buy nor
sell any stores, but simply to continue to operate their core dealership, 
groups such as Larry H. Miller, Fletcher Jones, Jim Koons, Keyes, The 
Suburban Collection and Braman.

Most exceeded the national growth rate in new unit sales. These dealers 
also exemplify how discipline in current operations can yield more than 
adding on to a troubling operational situation.
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INVENTORY ADJUSTMENTS 

99% of the time, the inventory balances in your GAAP-based financial 
statements will be lower than those of your factory financial statements.  
Why? Because GAAP requires that inventory is stated at the lower of cost 
or market. Dealership inventory typically depreciates in value, and as such, 
adjustments would be posted to bring down the inventory below its cost. 

Many privately owned dealership groups are using the Last-In-First-Out 
(LIFO) method to value inventory, which creates a “contra-asset” account, 
similar to a liability that is grouped with inventory to reduce its value at 
year-end. While the LIFO conformity requirement says that if you use LIFO 
on your financial statements, you also need to report this in your dealer 
statements, often the dealer statements will include an estimate, and then 
the final calculation is adjusted in the GAAP financials.  

But that’s just the beginning. If LIFO is only being used for new vehicles, 
then you may be subject to other valuation adjustments, such as used ve-
hicle write-downs (eliminating the “water” in used vehicle inventory) and 
parts obsolescence reserves. The market value for used vehicles can be 
identified using sources such as Black Book, Kelly Blue Book, or NADA 
guides. Parts obsolescence often starts with aged inventory from the parts 
management system, less parts return credits from the manufacturers, to 
determine if a market adjustment is needed.

Going beyond valuation adjustments, there are often items built into your 
inventory that are not considered inventory for GAAP purposes. These 
include:

• Packs that artificially inflate inventory and income (or liabilities,           
depending on how they are recorded);

• Factory assistances that are considered purchase discounts, such 
as floorplan and advertising assistances that are paid on a per-car-
stocked-in basis;

• Advertising charges that are built into new vehicle invoices and are 
considered advertising expenses when the units are stocked in per
GAAP, and; 

• Internal profit on repair orders in ending inventory that inflate inven-
tory and gross profit.

Congratulations! You made it through yet another year-end financial reporting period. Whether you had an audit, review or compilation for your dealer-
ship group, you likely spent countless hours working together with your CPA to produce your December 31, 2015 financial statements. You now have 

what you need to send to your owners, investors, potential buyers or sellers and banks, and get on with business! Well done.

But do you ever wonder why your annual financial statements, if prepared using generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP), look so different from 
your factory financial statements? And I don’t mean from a formatting perspective. I mean the actual numbers – total assets, net income, etc. You likely
have all of the adjustments that serve as the road map between the two, but what are they, specifically, and what do those adjustments mean?  In my
experience, there are three main reasons why your GAAP financial statements will differ from your factory financial statements, and it’s important to 
understand them, so you can be prepared to answer any question that comes your way.

Oftentimes, once all of the GAAP inventory adjustments are posted, the final
reported inventory balances are lower than the outstanding floorplan liability. 
This can raise questions with financial institutions who are financing 
dealership inventory. Understanding these adjustments – and why they’re 
posted to your GAAP financial statements – will help you handle such questions.

ADJUSTMENTS TO ACCRUALS

Dealers have unique issues with GAAP implications when it comes to ac-
cruals. The most common accrual adjustments include:

Finance and Insurance Chargebacks. Finance and insurance commissions
received are usually subject to chargeback if certain events are triggered 
that disrupt the original loan terms from which those commissions were 
calculated. I don’t often see dealers accruing for these chargebacks in-
ternally. Rather, an evaluation is typically done at the end of the year to 
determine the extent of possible future chargebacks, so that an accrual ad-
justment can be posted to the GAAP financial statements. The only impact 
to the income statement should be the change in the accrual from one year
to the next. So if the accrual increases, you would have an expense char-
ged in the current year. Conversely, if the accrual decreases, you would 
have a pick-up of income in the current year.
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So in a simple manner, we averaged each group’s new vehicle unit sales 
by dealership, and then reduced the average of any additional groups they 
would have added in 2015.

In essence, we applied the groups’ 2014 dealer group size by their average 
store new-vehicle sales for 2015.  In theory, even if a group did not add 
any stores, it should have experienced new-vehicle sales growth near 6% 
for the year.

So while we saw many groups outperforming the market in terms of sales 
increases, we also witnessed many simply missing the mark, and in our 
opinion, obscuring lackluster sales performance through acquisitions.

Take a look at AutoNation, for example. Its total new unit volume grew in line 
with the industry at 6%, but only after adding 22 dealerships.

Looking at AutoNation’s 2014 new unit volume numbers shows it averaged 
1,392 new retail sales per store. However, that average in 2015 is down 41 
units per dealership to 1,351, a 3% decline.

One could make the make the argument the newly acquired stores were 
either small or represent a partial year of performance, but similar factors 
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ship group, you likely spent countless hours working together with your CPA to produce your December 31, 2015 financial statements. You now have 

what you need to send to your owners, investors, potential buyers or sellers and banks, and get on with business! Well done.

But do you ever wonder why your annual financial statements, if prepared using generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP), look so different from 
your factory financial statements? And I don’t mean from a formatting perspective. I mean the actual numbers – total assets, net income, etc. You likely 
have all of the adjustments that serve as the road map between the two, but what are they, specifically, and what do those adjustments mean?  In my 
experience, there are three main reasons why your GAAP financial statements will differ from your factory financial statements, and it’s important to 
understand them, so you can be prepared to answer any question that comes your way.

Oftentimes, once all of the GAAP inventory adjustments are posted, the final 
reported inventory balances are lower than the outstanding floorplan liability. 
This can raise questions with financial institutions who are financing 
dealership inventory. Understanding these adjustments – and why they’re 
posted to your GAAP financial statements – will help you handle such questions.

ADJUSTMENTS TO ACCRUALS

Dealers have unique issues with GAAP implications when it comes to ac-
cruals. The most common accrual adjustments include:

Finance and Insurance Chargebacks. Finance and insurance commissions 
received are usually subject to chargeback if certain events are triggered 
that disrupt the original loan terms from which those commissions were 
calculated. I don’t often see dealers accruing for these chargebacks in-
ternally. Rather, an evaluation is typically done at the end of the year to 
determine the extent of possible future chargebacks, so that an accrual ad-
justment can be posted to the GAAP financial statements. The only impact 
to the income statement should be the change in the accrual from one year 
to the next. So if the accrual increases, you would have an expense char-
ged in the current year. Conversely, if the accrual decreases, you would 
have a pick-up of income in the current year.
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related to revenue recognition that is expected to be significant and 
impact virtually all companies, public and private. This update removes 
previously accepted industry-specific revenue recognition guidance and 
applies a new principles-based approach. Many companies are in the 
process of evaluating the effect of this update and how it will impact their 
financial statements.  

Additionally, in February 2016, the FASB issued new guidance on leasing 
transactions that will likely cause many dealers to start reporting these on 
the balance sheet, rather than straight rent expense through the income 
statement. These developments are intended to bring more consistency 
and comparability of financial statements across different industries and I 
expect they will impact the financial statements of most dealers.

ADDRESS INCONSISTENCIES WITH CONFIDENCE

Financial reporting for automotive retail dealers is very unique and often 
misunderstood by the general public, and at times, by third parties who 
rely on the dealership’s GAAP financial statements. Just because there 
are differences between your GAAP financial statements and your fac-
tory financial statements does not mean there is anything wrong! Having 
a good understanding of how dealership operations are reported inter-
nally, to the manufacturers, and to others in a GAAP financial statement, 
will prepare you to accurately and confidently address any question that 
comes your way!
 

Warranties. If you are offering any kind of in-house warranty, such as 
free oil changes or tires for life, you have a contingent liability to consider 
for your GAAP basis financial statements. You have to assume when you 
provide a promise of free oil changes or tires that your customers will 
take you up on that offer. GAAP requires that you evaluate the potential 
liability related to those promises and accrue for them in your financial 
statements.

Self-Insurance. Many dealerships these days are pursuing various forms 
of self-insurance for employee benefits, workers comp, even property and 
casualty insurance. In these instances, you are responsible for the future 
claims as they come in, and as such, would be required to accrue for your 
best estimate of the loss exposures in your GAAP financial statements.

Compensation. Finally, another common accrual adjustment for dealers 
relates to compensation – deferred compensation plans, guaranteed 
salaries, severance pay, and earned (but not taken) vacation. GAAP requires 
that expenses are recorded in the period incurred and not when they are 
paid. So if you have an agreement to pay a certain amount each month for 
a year for a former employee, that expense is incurred when the agreement 
is drawn up – not when the payments are made. Each of these issues 
exposes the dealership to future expenses that have been incurred in the 
current period, and as such, would require an evaluation to determine the 
number of liabilities to accrue at the end of the year.
    

RECLASSIFICATION ADJUSTMENTS 

Adjustments don’t always impact net income. Assets can be reclassified 
to liabilities and vice versa. Other income can be reclassified to sales 
or cost of sales. Reclassifications are often overlooked because there is 
no impact to the bottom line, but they can have a material impact on 
the appearance of your financial statements. The most common balance 
sheet reclassifications I see are: 

• Moving customer deposits out of accounts receivable and into liabilities;
• Moving factory payables with positive balances to accounts receivable; 
• Reclassifying long-term debt due in the next twelve months to current 

liabilities; and
• Reclassifying cash from accounts payable and floorplan liabilities for 

payments issued after year-end.

From an income statement standpoint, the most significant reclassifica-
tion adjustment usually relates to factory income that is reported below 
the line in the factory financial statements, but is considered to be revenue 
or cost of sales from a GAAP standpoint. 

EVOLVING FASB GUIDANCE

The Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) has been very active 
in the last couple of years, issuing substantial new and updated accoun-
ting guidance that will most likely produce even more changes in your 
GAAP financial statements. In May 2014, the FASB issued new guidance 

Last year’s WardsAuto Megadealer 100 saw some large dealer groups 
ascending to the top tier, while others faced pitfalls and failed to 

sustain growth.

This year, a closer look at the big numbers in the 2016 rankings (based 
on 2015 performance), reveals some new trends.

Looking at the WardsAuto Megadealer 100, and considering the big num-
bers, it’s easy to almost get lost in the grandiosity of the list, as well as 
in the excitement and the drama of who’s moving up and down in the 
rankings.

The 100 megadealers on the list collectively sold 3 million new cars and 
2.7 million used vehicles. Their total revenue was $206.1 billion.

You can focus on total volume, revenues and/or franchises. Unless 
a group falls significantly in the rankings, it’s tempting to believe that 
anyone that made the list is doing great.

The reality is a bit more complex. A closer look shows some of the top 
dealer groups did not actually earn their status by selling their way there. 
Instead, some dealers achieved their high ranking by, in a sense, buying 
their way to the top.

The year 2015 was the biggest ever for dealers in terms of new-vehicle 
sales, with deliveries growing by nearly 6% from 2014, from about 16.4 
million to 17.4 million vehicles.

Yet, if it weren’t for the purchase of addi-
tional stores, many of the best dealer 
groups in the country would have, in fact, 
shrunk, and actually shown declining 
revenues in the best year in auto retail 
history.

What makes 2015 even more unusual – and a great bellwether year for 
performance – is that with the exception of Volkswagen, which saw a 
decline in sales (due to its diesel-emissions crisis), there essentially 
was parity growth among all automotive manufacturers. Even Mitsubishi saw 
a year-over-year sales increase, despite a dealer-count decline.

It is highly unusual for virtually all major manufacturers to see sales 
volume increase in a given year. It has happened only once in the last 20 
years, in 1999.

In the past, dealer groups have blamed negative performance on a host of 
manufacturer-related reasons including:

• Their concentration of stores with either a domestic or import
        manufacturer.
• The Chrysler and General Motors bankruptcies of 2009.
• Japanese brands having production issues in the wake of the 2011 

tsunami.

The truth is, 2015 was an amazing year for automotive retail overall, 
a year where most dealers should have experienced growth, even on 
a marginal basis. This statement is true of the WardsAuto Megadealer 
100, as a whole.

So while we saw the industry grow by close to 6%, we also saw com-
parable growth of vehicle sales for the megadealers with the addition of 
nearly 200,000 new units retailed.

Given that megadealers are highly prone to new-store acquisitions, we 
tried to determine the true growth of many of these groups, absent these 
acquisitions.
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related to revenue recognition that is expected to be significant and 
impact virtually all companies, public and private. This update removes 
previously accepted industry-specific revenue recognition guidance and 
applies a new principles-based approach. Many companies are in the 
process of evaluating the effect of this update and how it will impact their 
financial statements.  

Additionally, in February 2016, the FASB issued new guidance on leasing 
transactions that will likely cause many dealers to start reporting these on 
the balance sheet, rather than straight rent expense through the income 
statement. These developments are intended to bring more consistency 
and comparability of financial statements across different industries and I 
expect they will impact the financial statements of most dealers.

ADDRESS INCONSISTENCIES WITH CONFIDENCE

Financial reporting for automotive retail dealers is very unique and often 
misunderstood by the general public, and at times, by third parties who 
rely on the dealership’s GAAP financial statements. Just because there 
are differences between your GAAP financial statements and your fac-
tory financial statements does not mean there is anything wrong! Having 
a good understanding of how dealership operations are reported inter-
nally, to the manufacturers, and to others in a GAAP financial statement, 
will prepare you to accurately and confidently address any question that 
comes your way!
 

Warranties. If you are offering any kind of in-house warranty, such as 
free oil changes or tires for life, you have a contingent liability to consider 
for your GAAP basis financial statements. You have to assume when you 
provide a promise of free oil changes or tires that your customers will 
take you up on that offer. GAAP requires that you evaluate the potential 
liability related to those promises and accrue for them in your financial 
statements.

Self-Insurance. Many dealerships these days are pursuing various forms 
of self-insurance for employee benefits, workers comp, even property and 
casualty insurance. In these instances, you are responsible for the future 
claims as they come in, and as such, would be required to accrue for your 
best estimate of the loss exposures in your GAAP financial statements.

Compensation. Finally, another common accrual adjustment for dealers 
relates to compensation – deferred compensation plans, guaranteed 
salaries, severance pay, and earned (but not taken) vacation. GAAP requires 
that expenses are recorded in the period incurred and not when they are 
paid. So if you have an agreement to pay a certain amount each month for 
a year for a former employee, that expense is incurred when the agreement 
is drawn up – not when the payments are made. Each of these issues 
exposes the dealership to future expenses that have been incurred in the 
current period, and as such, would require an evaluation to determine the 
number of liabilities to accrue at the end of the year.
    

RECLASSIFICATION ADJUSTMENTS 

Adjustments don’t always impact net income. Assets can be reclassified 
to liabilities and vice versa. Other income can be reclassified to sales 
or cost of sales. Reclassifications are often overlooked because there is 
no impact to the bottom line, but they can have a material impact on 
the appearance of your financial statements. The most common balance 
sheet reclassifications I see are: 

• Moving customer deposits out of accounts receivable and into liabilities;
• Moving factory payables with positive balances to accounts receivable; 
• Reclassifying long-term debt due in the next twelve months to current 

liabilities; and
• Reclassifying cash from accounts payable and floorplan liabilities for 

payments issued after year-end.

From an income statement standpoint, the most significant reclassifica-
tion adjustment usually relates to factory income that is reported below 
the line in the factory financial statements, but is considered to be revenue 
or cost of sales from a GAAP standpoint. 

EVOLVING FASB GUIDANCE

The Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) has been very active 
in the last couple of years, issuing substantial new and updated accoun-
ting guidance that will most likely produce even more changes in your 
GAAP financial statements. In May 2014, the FASB issued new guidance 

Last year’s WardsAuto Megadealer 100 saw some large dealer groups 
ascending to the top tier, while others faced pitfalls and failed to 

sustain growth.

This year, a closer look at the big numbers in the 2016 rankings (based 
on 2015 performance), reveals some new trends.

Looking at the WardsAuto Megadealer 100, and considering the big num-
bers, it’s easy to almost get lost in the grandiosity of the list, as well as 
in the excitement and the drama of who’s moving up and down in the 
rankings.

The 100 megadealers on the list collectively sold 3 million new cars and 
2.7 million used vehicles. Their total revenue was $206.1 billion.

You can focus on total volume, revenues and/or franchises. Unless 
a group falls significantly in the rankings, it’s tempting to believe that 
anyone that made the list is doing great.

The reality is a bit more complex. A closer look shows some of the top 
dealer groups did not actually earn their status by selling their way there. 
Instead, some dealers achieved their high ranking by, in a sense, buying 
their way to the top.

The year 2015 was the biggest ever for dealers in terms of new-vehicle 
sales, with deliveries growing by nearly 6% from 2014, from about 16.4 
million to 17.4 million vehicles.

Yet, if it weren’t for the purchase of addi-
tional stores, many of the best dealer 
groups in the country would have, in fact, 
shrunk, and actually shown declining 
revenues in the best year in auto retail 
history.

What makes 2015 even more unusual – and a great bellwether year for 
performance – is that with the exception of Volkswagen, which saw a 
decline in sales (due to its diesel-emissions crisis), there essentially 
was parity growth among all automotive manufacturers. Even Mitsubishi saw 
a year-over-year sales increase, despite a dealer-count decline.

It is highly unusual for virtually all major manufacturers to see sales 
volume increase in a given year. It has happened only once in the last 20 
years, in 1999.

In the past, dealer groups have blamed negative performance on a host of 
manufacturer-related reasons including:

• Their concentration of stores with either a domestic or import
        manufacturer.
• The Chrysler and General Motors bankruptcies of 2009.
• Japanese brands having production issues in the wake of the 2011 

tsunami.

The truth is, 2015 was an amazing year for automotive retail overall, 
a year where most dealers should have experienced growth, even on 
a marginal basis. This statement is true of the WardsAuto Megadealer 
100, as a whole.

So while we saw the industry grow by close to 6%, we also saw com-
parable growth of vehicle sales for the megadealers with the addition of 
nearly 200,000 new units retailed.

Given that megadealers are highly prone to new-store acquisitions, we 
tried to determine the true growth of many of these groups, absent these 
acquisitions.
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